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ABSTRACT

Adaptive Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm (AHCA) maps
a flat topology to a hierarchical tree though output trees are
incontrollable and are not suitable for multimedia. Prune-
Relocate operation and Top Topologies operation are pro-
posed in this paper to improve AHCA protocol and gen-
erate OM-AHCA trees. Numerical simulations show that
OM-AHCA trees are compromise between AHCA trees and
single-level topology flat protocol trees, which optimize the
overall performance of single-level flat protocol and im-
prove the degree metric of AHCA trees.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Overlay Multicast (OM) protocols use a tree or a group
of trees embedded in a mesh to transport the same data to
multiple hosts at the same time. Most early OM proto-
cols use single-level mesh, the increasing routing costs and
state information maintenance costs make them unsuitable
for scalable applications. So Multimedia multicast applica-
tions suffer a lot from the lack of scalability and multicast
system resource, such as link bandwidth, host storage capa-
bility and CPU ability, and so on.

Clustering solutions are used to build hierarchical mesh
for better scalability. In [1] a multicast group is described as
a hierarchy of clusters by Adaptive Hierarchical Clustering
Algorithm (AHCA). In [2] a two-level mesh is constructed
by clustering algorithms based on the hosts’ Internet dis-
tances. DT protocol [3] is a typical single-level overlay mul-
ticast topology. Simple ”Bounding Boxes” and hierarchical
clustering algorithms have been proposed but their perfor-
mance is poor [3].

However, multimedia applications require multicast pro-
tocols to achieve both the scalability and resource utiliza-
tion. In this paper, based on AHCA, we propose a novel
overlay multicast protocol, OM-AHCA, to find a suitable
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multicast tree. The other parts of the paper is organized as
following: Part II reviews the original AHCA algorithm and
analyzes its shortcomings; Part III proposes Prune-Relocate
operation and Top Topologies operation to make original
AHCA trees more suitable for data distribution. Numerical
simulation is designed and the result is analyzed in Part IV.
Part V gives out the conclusion.

2. REVIEW OF AHCA ALGORTIHM

In AHCA algorithm, any host sees the rest of the world as a
set of concentric rings (as shown in Fig. 1) centered on the
host itself.
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Fig. 1. A set of concentric rings

A parameter, λ, is used to construct the concentric rings
(called zones) whose sizes following an ”exponential distri-
bution”:

zone0 : 0 < dist ≤ 1
zonei : (1 + λ)i−1 < dist ≤ (1 + λ)i (1)

with λ > 0, i ∈ N . The radius of the clusters at zonei is:

ri =
(1 + λ)i − (1 + λ)i−1

2
(2)

For a certain group, λ influences the clustering results
indirectly. Starting AHCA algorithm from a host called the
root, the hosts are mapped into a hierarchy of clusters by a
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Fig. 2. AHCA clusters and AHCA tree

decision-making process. A cluster is represented by a clus-
ter head and is composed of the cluster head and other hosts
”close” to the cluster head. Then the hierarchy of clusters is
organized into AHCA tree. All the hosts are included in a
cluster whose head is the root, but the bottom clusters which
are ”singleton-clusters” contain only their cluster heads.

More detailed process can be found in [1]. Set the mul-
ticast data source host as the root, use the unicast path’s cost
as the distance value in AHCA, then run AHCA to achieve
the hierarchy of clusters, a source tree which is similar to
the one in Fig. 2 can be built to span all hosts. These trees
can be called as AHCA trees.

However, the AHCA trees still suffer several weaknesses:

• The clusters built with AHCA are unconstrained, mean-
ing that root cannot explicitly control how many lev-
els the AHCA hierarchy will have. The clusters may
be lopsided extremely.

• A host cannot explicitly control the number of mem-
bers in its own cluster and the number of its children
in the tree. This may introduce a terrible degree met-
ric. For those hosts owning many children in the tree
very heavy load of replicating and transporting data
at the same time is unavoidable.

• The root’s problem is especially terrible. If the multi-
cast data is distributed along the AHCA trees, the root
host should be required to serve more than 7% hosts
of the whole group[1], this may be a visible bottle-
neck. This may be a significant penalty for trees built
for data distribution.

• The turn of a host joining the group influences its po-
sition in final output tree. So many different AHCA
trees exist for same hosts.

For the above-mentioned reasons, the AHCA trees are
more suitable for control purposes. The root has no clear
knowledge about the tree’s shape. More algorithms should
be proposed to address the above issues to make them suit-
able for data and multimedia distribution though the require-
ments to multicast trees may change a lot.

3. IMPROVING AHCA FOR MULTIMEDIA
DISTRIBUTION

In this section, two algorithms are proposed to make up the
original AHCA trees’ shortcomings.

Firstly, define all hosts included in the cluster whose
head is hi, except the head itself, as hi’s offspring. The
root’s offspring is all the other hosts in the group. Define all
clusters whose level is 1 as the top clusters, their heads are
called top heads.

3.1. Prune-Relocate (PR) operation

Define a parameter ∆. For a host hj , if the following con-
ditions are met:
1) hj is in level 2 or lower levels, i.e. it is not the source nor
a top head;

2) The number of hj’s offspring is equal to or larger than
∆;

3) The number of hj’s each children’s offspring is less
than ∆;

hj’s cluster will be called as super cluster. The cluster
should be pruned from AHCA tree and be relocated as a top
cluster. Then hj becomes the new child of the root and the
hierarchy within hj’s cluster is unaltered though they are in
higher levels than in original AHCA tree.
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Fig. 3. Prune-Relocate operation when ∆ = 2

The Prune-Relocate operation should be started from
the lowest level and repeated again and again until no su-
per cluster exists.

As shown in Fig. 3, ∆ is set as 2. The original AHCA
tree includes 19 hosts. There are 3 super clusters whose
head are respectively host 5, host 9 and host 11. These clus-
ters are pruned from the original AHCA tree and are relo-
cated as top clusters. It is obvious that the new tree has no
super cluster. We call the AHCA trees after PR operation as
PR-AHCA trees.

Prune-Relocate is not equal to classic degree balancing
algorithm. In PR-AHCA tree, the degree, the number of a
host’s children, has not a district and direct bound, but each
top cluster has much less members than in AHCA tree. In
Fig. 3, there are 6 members in a top cluster averagely before
PR operation and only 3 in the tree after PR operation.



The Prune-Relocate rules are simple but useful to reduce
the total levels of the tree and to reduce the average number
of hosts in one top cluster. It is obvious that the total levels
in PR-AHCA tree is not larger than (∆+2). For multimedia
applications, it is important to reduce the host hops experi-
enced by data. PR operation compressed the AHCA trees
while making those roots more clear about the trees’ shape.

3.2. Top Topologies (TT) operation

AHCP trees are very compressed. When λ is 1, about 36%
hosts may act as top heads in a 500 hosts group.Prune-Relocate
operation makes the trees even more compressed. The AHCA
tree before PR has 3 top heads in Fig. 3 and the one after
PR has 6 top heads. For a group, the source can not take all
the top heads as its children in the tree and serve all of them
at the same time. So the Star topology of top heads and the
root must be adjusted.

Indeed, a random connected topology can reduce the
root’s degree. However in this paper, similar to ordinary
OM protocols, two topologies are built: a Top Mesh and a
Top Tree.

Delaunay Triangulations topology and Compass Rout-
ing rules are chosen to build the Top Topologies. In Delau-
nay Triangulations, the average number of a host’s neigh-
bors is less than 6 and a well known single-level OM pro-
tocol based on Delaunay Triangulations, DT protocol, has
been proposed [3]. In DT protocol Compass Routing (CR)
[3] is used to build a source tree embedded in the mesh.

The TT operation is similar to DT protocol though the
topology does not include all hosts in the group but the top
heads and the source. The root and the top heads build De-
launay Triangulations as the Top Mesh. The distance among
the source and the top heads may be either geographical dis-
tance or round trip time (RTT) measured. Then a source tree
rooted on the source is built according to CR rules and spans
all hosts in Top Mesh.
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Fig. 4. Top Topologies and OM-AHCA tree

The data is transported along the Top Tree from source
to all top heads. When a top head receives multicast data, it
replicates and transports them to its offspring along existing
branches.

With PR and TT operations, the data distribution topol-
ogy, OM-AHCA tree, is achieved. The Top Tree may be
treated as trunk of the OM-AHCA tree. Fig. 4 described the
Top Topologies and the final OM-AHCA tree. The thicker
branches belong to the Top Tree.

4. SIMULATION AND COMPARISON

The simulation network topology generated by GT-Itm [4]
is distributed on a 100 × 100 plant. There are 8 transit
routers, 32 stub routers. One host is connected to a stub
router via a link whose cost is 0.3 and delay is 1. The delay
of an edge between a pair of routers is equal to its length
given out by GT-Itm and its cost is a random value between
0.3 and 1.0. The distance between two hosts used in clus-
tering process is the delay of the unicast path connecting
them.

The number of hosts in the group increases from 20 to
100. For a certain group, five trees are built and measured,
AHCA tree ( λ is set as 1), OM-AHCA without PR, OM-
AHCA with PR ( ∆ is set as 2), DT protocol tree and a tree
by random mesh (the overlay link exists between two hosts
by a probability of 0.4) and compass routing (RMCR tree).

The metrics to compare the trees are:

• The Cost of the tree, which is the total sum of all
branches’ cost.

• The Delay from source to receivers.

• The number of Total levels of the multicast tree.

• Maximum degree in multicast tree, the extreme situa-
tion of degree performance.

The simulation results are described in Fig. 5.
The results show that all the five kind of trees’ cost and

delay all increase with the accretion of group. OM-AHCA
trees’ cost and delay are larger than AHCA trees, but they
are all much less than the trees built by DT protocol and
RMCR

AHCA trees and OM-AHCA trees have much less lev-
els than those by DT protocol. Though PR operation may
introduce more levels, the number of levels of OM-AHCA
trees with PR is still less than that of DT protocols.

Some new top heads are produced by PR so the levels
in OM-AHCA trees with PR will be less than those without
PR, but the cost of the former ones are larger than the later
ones. PR operation also increases the average delay from
source in OM-AHCA trees.

The maximum degree in OM-AHCA trees with PR is
larger than in those without PR. In OM-AHCA trees the
maximum number of hosts served by one host is much less
than in AHCA trees. The maximum degree metric may
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Fig. 5. Simulation results

be reduced more, if PR operation is not executed in OM-
AHCA trees.

One special simulation is designed to describe PR’s func-
tion. Different clustering outputs are achieved for same
hosts and same source if they are clustered by different se-
quence. In above 100-host group, set host 1 as the source,
500 different trees are generated by original AHCA algo-
rithm (λ = 1) and then PR operation is executed respec-
tively (∆ = 2). Table 1 gives out the comparison of these
AHCA trees and PR-AHCA trees. PR operation reduces the
variation of trees’ cost for same hosts and makes the trees
more controllable.

Table 1. The Effects of PR Operation on trees’ cost

Algorithm Average Variation 90% Confident Interval
AHCA 168.31 88.29 [154.24, 189.04]

PR-AHCA 169.14 49.59 [162.00, 176.84]

5. CONCLUSION

AHCA is a useful clustering algorithm to map a flat topol-
ogy to a hierarchical one. It can be treated as a source span-
ning tree of the multicast group. The AHCA trees use the
network resource more efficiently than flat topology proto-
col, such as DT. However, AHCA almost always introduces
a bad degree metric. A host can not control the number of
levels in AHCA tree and the number of members in its own
cluster in AHCA trees. To make AHCA more suitable to
multimedia data distribution, Prune-Relocate operation and
Top Topologies operation are proposed.

The numerical simulation shows Prune-Relocate oper-
ation is useful to reduce the total levels of the tree and to
reduce the average number of hosts in one top cluster. The
Top Topologies operation reduces the source’s burden of
serving too many hosts at the same time which may be very
important in multimedia multicast applications. Though PR
and TT operation increase AHCA trees’ cost, delay and total
levels, OM-AHCA trees improve the degree performance of
AHCA trees remarkably. OM-AHCA trees have more opti-
mized cost, delay, total levels and maximum degree perfor-
mance as compared with DT trees.

OM-AHCA trees are compromise between AHCA trees
and DT protocol trees. OM-AHCA combine the excellences
of AHCA and DT protocols and are suitable for data and
multimedia distribution.
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